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Positive Guidance and Discipline
Program Description
As a parent, one of your most challenging jobs is guiding your children. The job seems easy
when your children are cooperative and happy. It is not so easy when they have temper
tantrums or refuse to pick up their toys! Most children are not well behaved all of the time.
Parents need to be consistent when they try to help their children understand what is
expected of them. Young children lack self control. They slowly improve in behavior as they
learn what is expected at home, in school, and in public.
The lesson and activities in this section explores parenting styles and child outcomes as well
as specific prevention and intervention strategies which parents can use to guide their
children's behavior. There is also a variety of tools that can be used with various audiences
and situations.

Program Objectives
l. Participants will develop a clearer understanding of discipline and
appropriate limits.
2. Participants will learn styles of parenting and explore their individual
parenting style.
3. Participants will understand what to expect from their children at different
ages and stages.
4. Participants will develop effective discipline techniques.
5. Participants will gain confidence in their parenting skills.

Intended Audience
Parents and grandparents who are in a parenting role
Materials needed
l. Overhead projector, screen
2. Overhead transparencies
3. Handouts - multiple copies for each participant
Parenting Styles Self-Evaluation (Handout #1)

Parenting Styles Checklist (Handout #2)
Responsive Discipline Prevention Tools (Handout #3)
4. Name tags or Name tents for each participant
5. Modeling clay or play doh for self sculptures activity

Topics and Time Frame
Participant
Introductions.......................
Topic
Introduction..............................
Parenting
Styles.................................
Reducing Frequency of
Misbehavior.........
Break.............................................
Strategies For Coping with
Change..........
Summary
Activity..............................
Evaluation.......................................

10 minutes
5 minutes
25 minutes
15 minutes
10 minutes
30 minutes
10 minutes
10 minutes

Introduction
Conduct the "Self Sculptures" activity listed in the icebreakers Section of this notebook.
Distribute play doh and instruct participants to mold the doh into something reflective of
themselves. As participants are making their mold you can introduce yourself and provide a
short explanation of the NC Cooperative Extension Service.
You may also mention your own children and their ages to build rapport with the group.
Ask each participant to share their mold and what it represents then list their name, his/her
children and their ages. This will give the presenter a good overview of the ages and stages
of children the audience is interested in.

A Definition of Discipline
Discipline is a positive parenting approach to teach a child self-control and confidence. As
opposed to punishment, discipline techniques focus on what it is we want the child to learn,
and what the child is capable of learning. Discipline is a process, not a single act. It is the
basis for teaching children how to be in harmony with themselves and get along with other

people. The ultimate goal of discipline is for children to understand their own behavior, take
initiative and be responsible for their choices, and respect themselves and others. In other
words, they will internalize this positive process of thinking and behaving.
Punishment, on the other hand, focuses on the misbehavior and may do little or nothing to
help a child behave better in the future. The adult who punishes the child teaches the child
that the adult, rather than the child, is responsible for the way the child behaves. Punishment
has negative effects on children, such as inducing shame, guilt, anxiety, increased aggression,
lack of independence and/or lack of caring for others, and greater problems with parents or
caregivers and other children.

Story to Introduce Parenting Styles
I want to tell you a fairy tale that was told by Bruce Baldwin, author, speaker and practicing
psychologist:
"Once upon a time there were two beautiful butterflies who were delighted when their own
baby caterpillar came into the world. As most parents do, they looked forward to seeing their
young one turn into a butterfly just like they were. Because they cared so much, they gave
their child everything a young caterpillar could possibly want. They were very busy trying to
fill his unlimited wants.
P R E S E N T S, Yes! P R E S E N C E, NO!"
"When the time came, they even helped build the protective cocoon within which the
metamorphosis would take place. Then they waited with eager anticipation for a beautiful
young butterfly to make a grand entrance into the adult world."
"At last, they saw the cocoon breaking away. To their shock and dismay, their young
caterpillar emerged without changing at all! The small caterpillar greeted them with an
explanation: "It's too tough being a butterfly these days. You have to fly on your own and
find your own food. There's no one around to take care of you. I've decided to stay just the
way I am and keep you company." (Pause at this point in the story and let it catch the
audiences attention.)
"To the parents distress, that is just what that apprehensive young caterpillar did.
Parents need to accept the challenge of family discipline or we may find that we have an
immature caterpillar (or several of them) hanging around eating us out of house and home
indefinitely ... literally ... figuratively .... disappointingly." We must realize that as parents and
teachers, we are the most important people on the face of the earth for our children. What
we think of them, say to them, and do not say to them, our actions and reactions are more
important in the shaping of their development than what anyone else in the world says or
does to them.

Parenting Styles Activity

Much of our understanding about how to discipline children comes from what we
experienced with our own parents. Think about when you were a child. What kinds of
discipline techniques were used by your parents? Let volunteers contribute to the discussion.
Distribute copies of the Parenting Styles Self-Evaluation (Handout #1) and Checklist (Handout #2) to
each participant. The first copy is to be filled out about the participant's style of parenting, and the second
about the participant's parents' style of parenting. Ask participants to read each statement and circle the ones
that they agree with. After they complete it, allow participants to comment on how their parenting is different
or similar to the parenting they experienced during their own childhood.
Then conduct a discussion of parenting styles using the overhead transparencies.
Over the years, researchers have categorized parenting patterns of behavior into three major
styles. Though these styles are described distinctly and separately, it is believed that most
parents fall somewhere in the middle, showing characteristics of more than one style. (Use
overhead transparencies to describe styles)
The first style, Strict (Overhead #1), is demanding, punishing and does not allow the child
choices. Parents who exhibit this style value obedience, tradition, order and discourage
independence and individuality. It is important for them that children conform to the group
norms. They discourage verbal give and take (interpreting that as back talk) and make rules
without discussion. They do not like their authority questioned. These parents exercise
physical punishment and resort to yelling and threatening as control or discipline measures.
This strict style of parenting can be thought of as "limits without freedom" and can be
described as a closed circle (draw on transparency). Likely Child Outcome of Strict
Parenting: A parent who follows this style may love the child very much but does not allow
the child to think for him or herself. One risk to strict parenting is that children become
followers and may follow those who do not have their best interest at heart. They may have
low self-esteem and may be aggressive and defiant.
The second parenting style is the Permissive (Overhead #2). The permissive parent makes
little demand, sets no guidelines and provides no structure and avoids asserting authority.
This parent is often referred to as uninvolved because she/he spends a minimal amount of
time and effort with the child. This parent is unresponsive, distant and unavailable to assist
and parent the child. Drug misuse, and immaturity of a parent are possible reasons for
permissive parenting. The permissive style of parenting can be thought of as "freedom
without limits," and described as a squiggly line (draw on transparency). Likely Child
Outcome of Permissive Parenting: The parent who follows this style may raise children
who are irresponsible and who are so accustomed to having their own way that they become
very frustrated when they encounter situations where they can not have their own way.
Children of permissive parenting are likely to lack self-control, remain immature in their
thinking processes, and may become aggressive at home.
The third type of parenting is the Moderate (Overhead #3). Although a moderate parent is
not a perfect parent, she/he however has more balance in style. She/he often sets high
standards and expectations, firmly enforces rules and encourages independence and
individuality. At the core of this style, is the recognition of individual rights and choices.
Moderate parenting allows communication with the ability to listen, and a more democratic

give-and-take arrangement. The moderate style of parenting can be thought of as "freedom
within limits," and can be described as a squiggly line within the limits of a circle, but
possibly extending beyond those limits (draw on transparency). Likely Child Outcome of
Moderate Parenting: The child of this parent is more likely to become competent,
responsible, independent and develop high sense of self-esteem and confidence, and a
greater capability to control aggression.
Now, refer back to the parenting styles questionnaire and explain the code. Have them count their responses
for each parenting style. Notice if most statements refer to more than one style. Code is S = strict, P =
permissive and M = moderate.
Summarize by saying that parenting should aim toward achieving balance between setting limits and granting
autonomy. Additionally, it is important for parents to assess their parenting style and make adjustments if
and where they feel it is necessary in order to achieve the best child outcome. This will help participants
understand that each time they chose a positive technique, it contributes to the overall end goal of the positive
discipline process. (For more information on parenting styles order from Ag Communications the video
entitled "Styles of Parenting").

Ages and Stages of Children
Understanding how children develop will help parents and other caregivers know what to
expect. Children constantly change and develop as they grow. Researchers have found that
young children pass through specific stages of development along the way. The idea behind
these "ages and stages" is that certain behavior is normal or appropriate at certain ages and
not at others. There are four reasons why knowing what is normal behavior at different
stages is helpful:
•

•
•

•

Helps you understand your child's major job at different ages.
Sometimes when you think your child is misbehaving, he may really be just trying to
do his job. For example, a two-year old's major job is to be "Boss" and if he says,
"No, I don't want to ...!" you don't have to get upset, he is just doing his job of
testing you.
Helps you not expect too much from your child too soon (like expecting a three-year old to tie his
shoes).
Helps you prevent serious problems.
Once you know the kinds of things your child will do at his age, you can anticipate
problems. For example, once you know that one-year-olds explore, you will expect
your one-year-old to explore anything you leave on the floor, such as marbles.
Helps you provide safe ways for your child to do her job and be ready to move on to the next stage.

Sometimes children simply can't do their jobs without coming in conflict with their parents
one way or another. That's where we need to step in to help children do their jobs safely by
providing safe limits. There are many ways to do this, and some are more effective than
others.
(More detailed information on Developmental Ages and Stages of children is in the "Child
Development" section of this notebook).

Reducing Frequency of Misbehavior in Children
It is unlikely or impossible to prevent all misbehavior in children. However, there are some
tools that you can use with your children to reduce frequency of misbehavior.
Distribute Responsive Discipline: Prevention Tools handout (Source: Minnesota Positive Parenting
curriculum PEL24). Briefly discuss each tool with the group, answering questions as they arise. (Copy is
included, Handout #3)

Positive Discipline Techniques
True misbehavior occurs when a child chooses to behave inappropriately. Before you take
action, ask yourself the following questions:
l. Is the child doing something truly wrong? Is there a real problem here, or
are you just tired and out of patience?
* If there is no real problem, release your stress away from the child.
* If there is a problem, go to the next question.
2. Think for a moment. Is your child really capable of doing what you expect
here?
* If you are not being fair, re-evaluate your expectations.
* If your expectations are fair, go to the next question.
3. Did your child know at the time that she was doing something wrong?
* If your child did not realize she was doing something wrong, help her
understand what you expect, why, and how she can do that. Offer to help
her.
* If your child knew what she was doing was wrong, and she deliberately
disregarded a reasonable expectations, your child misbehaved.
If the behavior was an accident, like wetting her pants while sleeping, it was not a
misbehavior. If the behavior was not an accident, ask your child to tell you the reasons she
has for doing what she did. Listen carefully and assess before you respond.

Reasons Children Misbehave
According to some child development experts, children usually misbehave for one of four
basic reasons: attention, power, revenge, or inadequacy. (Refer to the handout "Appropriate
Limits for Young Children: a guide for discipline, part one FCS-455)
Attention - When children believe they "belong" only when they are noticed. They feel
important when they are commanding total attention. Parents can respond by giving positive
attention at other times, ignoring inappropriate behavior, setting up routines, encouraging,
redirecting, or setting up special times.

Power - When children believe they "belong" only when they are in control or are proving
that no one can "boss them around." Parents can respond with kind-but firm respect, giving
limited choices, setting reasonable limits, encouraging, and redirecting the child to a more
acceptable activity. When children test their limits and use a public display to assert
themselves, parents can continue to stick to the basic rules letting them know their behavior
is unacceptable. Leave the situation if possible (store or home in which you are a guest). Talk
when things are calmer at a later time.
Revenge - When children believe they "belong" only by hurting others, since they feel hurt
themselves. Sometimes the reason for misbehavior is not clear. When there is a new pattern
of acting out, children and parents should talk about how they are feeling. Parents can
respond by avoiding harsh punishment and criticism, building trust, listening, reflecting
feelings, practicing sharing of feelings, encouraging strengths and acting with care.
Inadequacy - When children believe they "belong" only when they convince others not to
expect anything of them since they are helpless or unable. Parents can respond by
encouraging their children to try things, focusing on the child's strengths, not criticizing or
giving in to pity, offering opportunities for success and teaching skills in small steps.

Discipline Techniques
The type of discipline a parent uses influences the type of person a child becomes. What
type of discipline do you use? What type of person do you want your child to become?
Fix-up - When children cause trouble or hurt another child, expect them to fix it up - or at
least try to help. If they break a toy, ask them to help you fix it. If they make a child cry, have
them help with the soothing. If they throw toys around the room, ask them to put them
away.
Ignore - The best way to deal with misbehavior aimed at getting your attention is to simply
ignore it. But be sure to give attention to your children when they behave well. Children
need attention for good behavior, not misbehavior.
Be Firm - Clearly and firmly state, or even demand, that the child do what needs to be done.
Speak in a tone that lets your child know that you mean what you say and that you expect
the child to do as he is told. Being firm doesn't mean yelling, nagging, threatening, reasoning,
or taking away privileges. Keep suggestions to a minimum, and always speak kindly, even
when speaking firmly.
Stay in Control - Act before the situation gets out of control -- before you get angry and overly
frustrated and before the child's behavior becomes unreasonable.
Separation - When children irritate one another, fight, squabble, hit or kick, have them rest or
play apart for a time. Being apart for a while lets each child calm down. Then you can use
other ways to encourage better behavior.

Behavior Management - Talk with children calmly to learn what caused a disagreement. Then
talk about ways to deal with it. Come to a solution that's agreeable to both you and the
children. This helps children learn to be responsible for their behavior.
Redirection - When children get rowdy, stop them, explain why you are stopping them, and
suggest another activity. When they knock over paint, give them a cloth and a pail of water
to clean up the mess. When they race dangerously indoors, if possible, take them outside for
a game of chase. When they throw books at each other, gather them for a story time or
organize a beanbag toss.
Praise - Give more attention and praise for good behavior and less for naughty behavior.
Don't make punishment a reward. Let the child know that you appreciate a good attitude
and cooperation. Children respond positively to genuine respect and praise.

Summary
Summarize the main points of the lesson. The message from the literature on child
development is clear. Human development is not influenced by one factor but by a whole
mosaic of factors. (Bronfenbrenner, 1986, Segal, 1983). Children are influenced first and
foremost by their parents. Discipline is a special form of love. Discipline tells your child that
you care enough to help him/her manage his/her behavior.
Hand out My Personal Plan worksheet (Handout #4). Give participants about five minutes
to complete them. End with a poem, quote, saying or "101 Ways to Praise a Child".

Evaluation
Use generic evaluation tools included in Evaluation section of this notebook.

Reference
Missouri Parenting notebook - Positive Guidance and Discipline lesson

Supplemental Activities
It is important to be selective in choosing which of the activities you use with a target
audience. Keep in mind the characteristics of the audience, their needs and concerns, and the
objectives of your program.
•

•

Think of one and share it with the group. (e.g., one thing you like about your child;
one time you were angry at your child but remained calm; one reason you don't like
spanking your child; one discipline technique that you think works well for your
child.)
List "X" number of times you and "X" number of times you. We'll discuss
similarities and differences. (e.g., List three times you used time out and three times
you used logical consequences. What were the similarities among the incidents? What
were the differences? How successful was each in changing your child's behavior?)

•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•
•

Stories - Write two stories about situations when children need to be disciplined (e.g.,
lying and hitting another child). Ask parents to think about what behaviors they
want/hope to encourage. Then ask them to brainstorm disciplinary options and the
pros and cons of each.
Inventories - Ask parents to make lists (e.g., of disciplinary techniques; of
inappropriate behaviors their children do; of the "good" behaviors their children
show).
Problem solving - present them in the following formats:
* advice column - such as Dear Abby
* question cards
* board games
Script - develop a script of a situation where a child needs to be disciplined and have
parents read parts.
Role play - Set up a hypothetical situation or ask parents to come up with one.
* role-reversal - Parent plays the part of a child.
* role-rehearsal - Parent plays himself or herself and tries out a new behavior.
Discuss childhood recollections.
Ex. How did your parents discipline you? How did you feel when they used this type
of discipline? did it improve your behavior and for how long?
Facilitated drawing.
Ex. Parents finish vignettes represented through cartoons.
Give homework assignments.
Ex. Have parents keep track of the number of times they recognize their children's
appropriate behavior.
Work together on defining punishment and discipline.
List alternatives to punishment based on age of child.

Exercises When Teaching Key Concepts
Listed below are some developed exercises that could be used when teaching key concepts in
the area of discipline. Educators in CES throughout the country have contributed activities
that they have found effective in working with parents.

Activity 1 - RECOGNIZING POSITIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF YOUR CHILD
The following activity helps parents recognize the positive characteristics of their children.
Often parents focus only on their children's negative behavior.
Ask parents to: Describe their children in an advertisement. The ads must emphasize or
accentuate positive qualities/traits. The ads may be in writing or in a poster format using
pictures and words or phrases. Then share their advertisements with the group. This could
be an in-class activity or a homework assignment. During the sharing time: Elicit
participant's feelings about their advertisement and the assignment. Emphasize that everyone
has good traits and less desirable ones. Encourage parents to concentrate more on positive
traits of children and play down or ignore the negatives. A fun companion activity is asking
teens or preteens to advertise their parent(s), too.

Contributed by - Ann M. Rhinesmith, Rutgers Cooperative Extension

Activity 2 - FEELINGS AND DISCIPLINE
Ask the group to form a circle with you. After you're all in the circle, explain that you are
going to give them some simple instructions. When everyone is ready say, "Face left." At this
point you leave the circle. Next, say: "Walk." If you are feeling playful, say, "Skip" or "Hop."
Then say, "Stop." Finally, say, "Turn around."
(Note: The command to turn around is deliberately ambiguous. Some will face right, some
will turn completely around and the rest will be looking around trying to figure it out. Single
out one of the parents with whom you have good rapport and pretend to be an angry,
disgusted authority figure. Get the permission of this parent before class. Ask the parent to
"go along" with you in this activity. Be sure to get the parent's permission.)
Yell at the parent, "Can't you follow simple directions! You just never listen. Look here. WE
all have to stop because of you!" Use words of your own to express how "dumb" or "bad"
the person is. You may tell them they won't get any refreshments or they must sit in the hall.
To stop your "act" yell, "Cut!" Hug your victim and thank the parent for cooperating with
you. Make certain the other parents realize you and the "victim" were role playing.
Then ask the victim, "how did you feel? Angry? Hostile? Dumb? Confused? Hurt?" Direct
the same question to the group: "How would you have felt?" Next, ask "What did you want
to do? Run away? Punch? Hide? Kick?" Ask the parents who witnessed this interaction how
they felt.
Conclude this activity by saying that sometimes we want "good" behavior for our own
convenience. A quiet, obedient child isn't any trouble. Sometimes we jump to conclusions, as
here, when the teacher assumed that the student was not listening. And, sometimes our
directions are vague and unclear or do not take into account the child, but punishment is
making them "pay" for wrong doing.
Contributed by - Norine Barnes, Mississippi Cooperative Extension Service

Activity 3 - APPROPRIATE METHODS FOR SETTING LIMITS
The short case studies below can be discussed using the following methods for setting limits:
Encouragement: consistently reinforce specific appropriate behavior you observe. "You
picked up ALL your toys," "You colored the apple," or "You walked away from the fight.
That took guts!" When misbehavior seem to be attention-getters, reinforce a good behavior
and ignore the bad. (Remember that frequent encouragement fills up cups of self-esteem.)
Natural or Logical Consequences: Allow children to accept the consequences of their
actions. For example, the first few times a preschool child spills milk, teach him/her to clean
it up. Once you think the child is capable of cleaning up the milk, ask him/her to clean it up
alone. Remember, it is not only what is said, but how it is said that teaches. If the parent

screams, "Clean that up!" What might have been a "lesson" becomes a punishment because
the child will be acting out of fear. Calmly asking the child to clean up the milk takes selfcontrol on the parent's part, but it is more likely to leave an impression in the long run.
Negotiating Rules: Talk about family rules and the consequences of breaking them. Make the
consequence appropriate for the rules. Be sure both children and parents follow through on
the rules and suffer the consequences when rules are broken. That's mutual respect!
Exploring Alternatives in Solving Problems: Encourage using this problem-solving strategy
as a way to avoid repeated misbehavior. First, define the problem using I-messages.
Generate a list of alternatives together. After the list of possible solutions has been
developed, go back and evaluate the pros and cons of each alternative. Select one that is
mutually agreeable and put it into action. After a week or so, evaluate your choice. Is it
working? If not, go through the process again.

Case Studies - Discuss limit-setting strategies in the following situations:
* Twelve year old Robert is consistently avoiding his 8:30 bedtime, sometimes stalling,
sometimes refusing to go to bed, often yelling from his bed after he has settled down.
Robert and his mom are arguing about this nightly. Robert complains that his bedtime is too
early. The parent is upset with Robert because he refused to go by bedtime rules. There is a
constant power struggle.
•

•

•

As a group, determine the problem. Different parents will have
different ideas according to how they see the problem. For this
example, I suggest you define the problem as: Robert is refusing to
cooperate at bedtime because he is not tired at 8:30. He wants a later
bedtime. Mom wants to stick with her rules.
Ask the group what kind of limit-setting technique they would use in
order to get Robert to cooperate and go to bed at a reasonable time,
minus the power struggle. Probably, through problem solving, Robert
and Mom could agree on a more appropriate time. Set the time and
expect Robert to do his part in cooperating. Talk about how
negotiation and joint problem solving promote good decision-making
skills and enhancement of the parent-child relationship.
What other limit setting method could have been used here,
especially if Robert were younger? Discuss the use of natural
consequences.

* Fifteen year old Thomas is struggling with algebra. By the second marking period Thomas'
father decides to go to talk about the problem with the algebra teacher. Thomas' father
learns that Thomas is not doing his homework. This is bringing his mark below passing.
Thomas' father is furious. As he drives home, he thinks about the lecture he will give
Thomas.
•

Ask the group members to define the situation in terms of limit-setting.

•

•
•

•

Ask one trainee to role-play Thomas. You, the educator, pretend to be the father.
Pretend that you are very angry. When you see Thomas, fly off the handle and let
him know what a disappointment he has been. Lecture him about how he should be
doing better and will not be playing any more sports until he shapes up. (By now you
and Thomas should be in the midst of a power struggle.)
Stop the action. Discuss what problems may result from this approach.
Role play the problem situation again, this time first taking the time to get some
composure (between the first time Dad talked to the teacher and then talked to
Thomas). Then talk about the problem with Thomas and negotiate a solution.
Discuss how Thomas' low grades are the natural consequence of his failure to do
homework. If this natural consequence is insufficient to motivate Thomas, what
logical consequences could be implemented?

* Saturday mornings are cleaning time for the Olsen household. Whenever there are special
plans on Saturday, the kids know they must spend their Friday evenings getting their room in
order. On this particular Saturday morning, ten year old Elaine has been reading comic
books. She has picked up a few things, but has spent far too much time with her nose in
those books. At eleven o-clock the phone rings. It is Elaine's best friend asking her to go to
the beach. Elaine begs her mom to let her go.
•

•

•

Role play this situation. Elaine could learn from logical consequences
that she cannot go to the beach. She had a chance to clean her room.
She knew the rules. By her behavior, she chose to experience the
consequence. Elaine could be firmly, but kindly, told that she cannot
go this time, but next time maybe the situation will work out better.
Discuss why it is important to follow through with logical
consequences. Remind the group that, especially in this case, tone of
voice can change a logical consequence into a punishment (e.g., You
could yell, "See, Elaine, now you can't go because you didn't do what
I told you to do!").
Are there other limit setting approaches that could be used her? What
will Elaine learn from these approaches?
Contributed by - Margaret D. Slinski - Massachusetts Cooperative Extension

Activity 4 - USE OF NATURAL OR LOGICAL CONSEQUENCES
An important aspect of learning is experiencing the consequences of our actions. If those
consequences are good, we are likely to repeat the behavior. If those consequences are bad,
we are less likely to repeat the behavior. This is true for both adults and children. If we fail to
show up for work, we don't get paid. If we get caught speeding, we get a ticket.
Parents sometimes try to protect their children from the consequences of their actions. We
don't like to see our children unhappy. But repeatedly shielding them from the consequences

of their actions prevents them from learning important lessons. These lessons are a
necessary part of growing up into mature, responsible adults.
What are "natural" consequences?
Natural consequences are the direct result of a child's behavior. For example, if the child
does not place dirty clothes in the laundry, then those clothes do not get washed. As a result,
the child may not have that favorite sweater or pair of jeans ready to wear when wanted.
Note that the parent did not have to take action. The consequence occurred naturally. What
would be natural consequences of the following behaviors?
•
•
•
•

Your 12 year old is watching TV and fails to respond when told
dinner is ready.
Your child fails to walk the dog.
Your 6 year old refuses to eat dinner.
Your child is unkind to other children.

Natural consequences of an undesirable behavior should not be allowed to occur if
dangerous. For example, a parent cannot let a toddler get hit by a car in order to learn that
running out in the street is dangerous. At other times, it may take too long for a natural
consequence to occur or the undesirable behavior may infringe upon the rights of others.
Then parents may need to arrange for a logical consequence.
What are "logical" consequences?
Logical consequences are arranged by the parent. Logical consequences are used when
natural consequences would be too dangerous for a child to experience. They can also be
used when natural consequences take too long to occur or the undesirable behavior infringes
upon others' rights.
Logical consequences should be related to the undesirable behavior. For example, your child
borrows the car and does not return it by the agreed upon time, causing you to miss an
appointment. When you asked why the child was late, and had not called, you are told, "I
just forgot."
Your child has abused the privilege of using the car. One logical consequence would be to
forbid your child to use the car for a specified period of time. Making the child wash dishes
for the next week would not be an appropriate logical consequence in this case. Washing
dishes has nothing to do with responsible use of a car. What would be some logical
consequences of the following behaviors?
•
•
•

Your child borrows your tools and leaves them out in the rain.
Your child went to play at a friend's house after school instead of coming straight
home as expected.
Your preschooler is teasing the neighbor's dog.

•

Your teen has a midnight curfew but doesn't come in until 2 am. When asked why he
was late and hadn't called, he says, "I was having a good time and wasn't ready to
come home."

How do I use "natural" or "logical" consequences?
1. Make sure the rule is clearly understood by all members of the family.
•
•

Discuss the possible consequences of failure to follow the rule.
Allow the natural consequences of a child's actions to occur, or, apply the logical
consequences in a firm and consistent manner.
Contributed by Karen Morgan, Ph.D Rutgers Cooperative Extension

Reference for Supplemental Activities
Parents, Children, and Discipline: An Extension Guidebook for Programming. A project of the Children-AtRisk National Coordinating Committee. Karen Christman Morgan, Ph.D., Editor

Additional Resources
1 2 3 4 Parents! Parenting Children Ages 1 to 4 by Michael H. Popkin, Ph.D.
All Families Have Strengths - Discipline That Works by Bette M. Hovey, Becky L. Dahl, Mary Lou Ruby;
University of Idaho.
Materials available in Ag Communications
Appropriate Guidance 30 minute video
Discipline - 13 minute video
Corporal Punishment: What to do instead - video
Styles of Parenting - 20 minute video
Shaking/hitting/spanking What instead? - 30 minute video
Responsive Discipline: Effective Tools for Parents, Leaders's Guide, Video and Discipline Toolbox cards - Kansas
State Cooperative Extension Service.
Positive Discipline = Positive Children video and facilitators guide - Creative Educational Video PO Box 65265,
Lubbock, TX 79464-5265; 1-800-922-9965.
NC Cooperative Extension Service Educational brochures
Effective Ways To Discipline Young Children - HE-416
Effective Ways to Discipline School-Age Children - HE-407

Appropriate Limits for Young Children - a guide for discipline, part one - FCS-455
Appropriate Limits for Young Children - a guide for discipline, part two - FCS-456

Packaged Curriculum/Programs that Include Discipline Lessons
Systematic Training for Effective Parenting (For parents, general). Seven lessons are included, one of which is
Discipline Makes Sense. Kit includes: Leader's Resource Guide; Videocassettes, Participant's Handbook and
poster. English and Spanish versions available.
Available from: AGS - 4201 Woodland Road
P. O. Box 99
Circle Pines, MC 55014-1796
1-800-328-2560
Complete kit - $344.95
E-Mail: agsmail@agsnet.com
Website: www.agsnet.com
Early Childhood STEP (For parents of children 0-5). Seven lessons included, one of which is Effective
Discipline. Kit includes: Leader's Resource Guide; Videocassettes; Parenting Young Child parent handbook;
Workshop Announcements. English and Spanish versions available.
Available from: AGS -- 4201 Woodland Road
P. O. Box 99
Circle Pines, MC 55014-1796
1-800-328-2560
Complete kit - $214.95
E-Mail: agsmail@agsnet.com
Website: www.agsnet.com
Cooperative Discipline (For Teachers K-12). A realistic, positive approach to tough discipline problems. Kit
includes: Teacher's Handbook; 3 videos; Implementation Guide; and posters.
Available from: AGS - 4201 Woodland Road
P. O. Box 99
Circle Pines, MC 55014-1796

1-800-328-2560
Cooperative Discipline Elementary Package $495
Cooperative Discipline Secondary Package $495
Cooperative Discipline Elementary and
Secondary Package $895
E-Mail: agsmail@agsnet.com
Website: www.agsnet.com
1, 2, 3, 4 Parents! Program is part video and part group discussion. Divided into three, one and one-half hour
sessions. Session II includes The question of discipline. Kit includes: Videotape; Leader's Guide; Parent's
Workbook; 1 Tips booklet; parent completion certificate; promotion poster and promotional brochure.
Available from -- Active Parenting Publishers
810 Franklin Court, Suite B
Marietta, GA 30067
1-800-825-0060
Complete Kit - $199
Items also priced individually
E-mail CService@activeparenting.com

VIDEOS:
Discipline Strategies. Staff development video series on managing challenging behavior for secondary staff
development. Includes 6 videos on discipline problems: Annoying Behavior; Non-Compliance Behavior; OffTask Behavior; Confrontational Behavior; Rude Behavior; and Mean Behavior.
Available from: AGS - 4201 Woodland Road
P. O. Box 99
Circle Pines, MC 55014-1796
1-800-328-2560
Set of six videos - $399.95
Price and available on individual topics - $79.95

E-Mail: agsmail@agsnet.com
Website: www.agsnet.com
Positive Discipline. A creative Alternative for Parents and Teachers. Twenty one minutes.
Available from - Meridian Education Corp.
Dept. HG-98, 236 E. Front St.
Bloomington, IL 61701
1-800-727-5507
E-mail: meridian@ice.net
Website: www.meridianeducation.com
Free preview
Cost: $69
Disciplining Children. Contrasts between "discipline" and "punishment" while demonstrating the benefits of
teaching self-control. A detailed study guide includes hypothetical discipline situations which can be used for
practicing disciplinary skills. 9 min.
Available from - Meridian Education Corp.
Dept. HG-98, 236 E. Front St.
Bloomington, IL 61701
1-800-727-5507
E-mail: meridian@ice.net
Website: www.meridianeducation.com
Free preview
Cost: $69
Considerations of Discipline. Deals with the basic approaches to disciplining children, outlining the strengths
and weakness of each strategy. 12 min.
Available from - Meridian Education Corp.
Dept. HG-98, 236 E. Front St.
Bloomington, IL 61701

1-800-727-5507
E-mail: meridian@ice.net
Website: www.meridianeducation.com
Free preview
Cost: $49
World Wide Web Links
National Network for Child Care - Guidance & Discipline http://www.exnet.iastate.edu/pages/families/nncc/Guidance/guide.disc.page.html
National Network for Family Resiliency - Parent Education
http://www.nnfr.org/parented
National Association for the Education of Young Children - NAEYC
http://www.naeyc.org
National Clearinghouse on Child abuse & Neglect Information
http://www.calib.com/nccanch/

Summary Thoughts
I tried to teach my child with books
He only gave me puzzled looks
I tried to teach my child with words
They passed him by often unheard
Despairingly I turned aside
"How shall I teach this child?" I cried
Into my hand, he put the key
"Come, he said, play with me."
--Anonymous

(Handout #1 )
Parenting Styles Self -Evaluation
(Handout #2 )
Parenting Styles Checklist
(Handout #3 )
Positive Parenting
Responsive Discipline: Prevention Tools
(Handout #4) (in pdf)
Additional Materials (in PDF)
Effective Ways to Discipline Young Children, Working with your 2- to 5-year-old
Effective Ways to Discipline School-Age Children
Appropriate Limits for Young Children a Guide for Discipline, part one
Appropriate Limits for Young Children a Guide for Discipline, part two
Overheads follow in this text:

Strict

Demands continuously
Punishes harshly
Values obedience
Discourages independence and individuality
Exercises physicalpunishment
Resorts to yelling and threatening
Does not allow reasonable choices to the child
(Overhead #1)

Permissive
Sets no guidelines
Asserts no authority
Remains distant
Remains uninvolved
Uses excuses for not spending quality time with
child

(Overhead #2)

Moderate
Sets reasonable standards
Has reasonable expectations
Encourages independence and individuality
Enforces rules firmly and consistently
Allows choices
Builds a more democratic relationship
Recognizes individual rights
(Overhead #3)

Examples of Constructive Discipline
Techniques
Allow natural consequences.
Allow logical consequences:
Reasonable loss of privileges
Repayment and compensation Grounding
Negotiate contracts.
Use reasonable time out.
Redirect their attention.
(Overhead #4)

My Personal Plan
Things I Already Do Well

Things I'm Going To Try

